FAQ eBook Subscriptions
Do you provide the list of
eBooks available on
www.scientific.net?

The up-to-date list of all the books published on the website
can be generated in a .xsl file and downloaded through the link
AllTitles.csv on the Downloads page. The list is generated on
the fly.

What does the eBook format
provides for?

The content is available online in the eBook format with the
possibility to export each separate paper of the book to PDF.

Why should an institution
provide the list of Campuses
and the number of FTE
Researches to take out a
subscription?

We require this information to calculate the subscription price.
Extra charges should be paid in case there are more than 2
campuses, or more than 15'000 users.

What are the terms and
conditions of the trial period?

To subscribe for the 1-3 month trial access Libraries are
required to provide their URL, full address, contact name, email, IP addresses. The trial period includes the access to the
usage statistics.

Do subscribers sign a license
agreement? How one can get
acquainted with the Terms and
Conditions?

We have a license agreement for eBook subscribers. It can be
sent by email upon request.

What are the terms of
subscription for the eBooks?

Refer to eBooksAgreement.pdf for details.

How one can access the Usage
Statistics?

The usage statistics is available for downloading after logging
in a personal account.

What are the terms and
conditions of the trial period?

To subscribe for the 1-3 month trial access Libraries are
required to provide their URL, full address, contact name, email, IP addresses. The trial period includes the access to the
usage statistics.

Do you provide the COUNTER
Compliant statistics, BR1 or
BR2?

Yes, our usage statistics is COUNTER Compliant, BR1.
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Do you use any content
preservation services?

Do you provide MARC
records?

All the content published by TTP is archived with Portico. The
archiving with CLOCKSS will be arranged soon.

We provide MarcRecords in MARC21 format, XML Files,
MetaData, ONIX, ToC, Cover.

How often are MARC records
updated?

MARC records are updated twice per month.

Do you support the Shibboleth
authentication system?

Unfortunately, we do not support Shibboleth system.

Do you permit customers to get
an off-campus access, remote
access, and remote access from
outpost centers or satellite
campuses?

The remote access and off-campus access are allowed for
customers, if not misused.

Do you use DRM (Digital Rights
All our data is DRM free.
Management)?

Are there any restrictions for
simultaneous access?

Is the resource available in a
mobile version?

Do you provide licensees with
perpetual access rights to all
content paid for during the
term of the eBook subscription?
Will the licensee have archiving
rights?

Are users allowed to share the
content with third parties?
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There are no restrictions for simultaneous access

Scientific.Net website is built in responsive design. It can be
accessed via mobile devices.

Licensees receive the right of perpetual access via
www.scientific.net. We also entitle Licensees to archive the
content.

Users are not allowed to share the content for any purpose.
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How can one get a remote
access?

Is the resource included in link
resolver knowledgebase?
Is the resource indexed by
discovery tools?

Which materials do Specialized
Collections include?

Which materials do
Retrospective Collections
include?
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Customers can get the remote access through their user name
and password.

The resource is included in Ex Libris SFX.
All the materials are indexed in Ex Libris Primo Central and
EBSCO Discovery Service on article level.

The Specialized Collections include the papers selected from
among the materials that were recently published by Trans
Tech Publications Inc. They cover the most advanced
technological trends in materials science and engineering.

The Retrospective Collections include featured books on
engineering and materials science that were published by Trans
Tech Publications Inc. from 1983 to 2004.
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